Article Guidelines

Article Submission Guidelines
We are looking for unique, quality blog posts that will prove interesting or useful to the
public and extend outreach for Masters, PhD candidates and researchers. We are looking
for blog pieces from any academic field, from Astrophysics to Literature we are interested
in spreading some of the stunning local research being carried out.
Generally, articles should be approximately 500 words in length (or less) and be pitched at
a non-expert level. The idea behind the the PubhD blog is to bring research to the public
in manner they can understand, enjoy and share. We really hope to get insightful material
for our blog from both past and future speakers, as well as other researchers looking to
share their ideas with the PubhD community. Whatever your interest and expertise, we
want to hear about it!
Although, the ideal length is 500 words it is acceptable to deviate on either side of that
mark when necessary. Links to source material should be provided where possible either
by hyperlink or list. Audio and visual material can be used to help with engaging the
audience in the your article, as well as providing further insight to your research topic/
field. Feel free to provide any relevant photos or links to media such as video or audio, as
we can utilise these within the article and provide a rich experience to your blog post. The
article can be submitted using our website’s submission system (more details below) or
via email (preferably in PDF format).
Below are some examples of how the posts will look on our blog and some detail on
article submission system:
Once logged into your submission page you can write and edit your article, before
submission using our rich media editor. The editor allows you to attach media, links and
embedded content to your article. The editor provides standard formatting options found
in most word-processing applications.
Then once you have completed your article and chosen a title, you then have the option
of selecting a category/tag and a ‘featured image’ to your article. This is the image that
will be associated with your post on the blog page and social media shared links. The
featured image button is located directly below the editor, we do advise selecting an
image that is relevant to your work and is Original or CreativeCommons© complaint.
When you are satisfied with you article you can proceed to the submit the article. If you
wish to edit or view your article after submission you can do so by visiting the ‘My Posts’
page. This will allow you to view all you ‘live’ and ‘pending’ posts on the site. Again you
must be logged in to view the ‘My Posts’ page.

Article Example

EXAMPLE OF AN ARTICLE FEATURING A SPOTIFY EMBED

Submissions Page

‘My Posts’ Page

EXAMPLE OF ‘MY POSTS’ PAGE.

How to Embed Content using the Editor
If you wish to embed content from a source such as YouTube, Soundcloud, Spotify etc. You can
do so using our embedding tool in the the text editor.
1. First you’ll need the link of the given source you wish to embed. Select the area you wish to
embed media by clicking it in the editor window.
2. You then need paste the link into the text editor.
3. A frame will then appear showing your content.
4. In order to align your content, such as centring your content you must highlight the frame and
select the appropriate alignment option e.g. centre.
5. Finally, you may select the given parameters such as width and ratio of the embed, you can
leave this blank if inapplicable.
6. Your media should now be successfully embedded!
7. For more information and examples of this, please visit the submissions page and click on the
‘Learn how to add audio/video content here.’ link.
(For advanced users [arve url=“” align=“”/] shortcode can be used in the editor. More info here).

